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In this Intention Setting workbook I

am sharing how to set goals, change

our mindset around what we believe

is possible, and why sometimes – no

matter how hard we try – we just can’t

seem to reach those big dreams.

 

For many of us, setting goals is like

plucking something out of thin air. We

see what others are aiming for

around us, whether that be in our

friendship circle or the industry that

we work in, we close our eyes and

point to what we think might be the

best goal to achieve.

 

But this lacks our “why”.

 

You can easily set a goal, but if you

don’t understand the “why” behind

reaching the end point, your attempts

will be futile.

For example, your goal could be to

pay off your credit card. Yes, the end

result is that you won’t have debt, but

your why is more likely to be more

financial freedom, not feeling as

stressed, and having more disposable 
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income to spend on things that bring

you joy. Those are your whys.

 

I imagine, if you are anything like me,

you are multi-passionate. Which is a

blessing and a curse when it comes to

goal setting as it’s hard to know just

where to start. When I launched my

first business – an interior design blog

and design service – my mission was

the hit a financial goal.

 

Instead of having different goals here,

there and everywhere, I became laser

focused on achieving this financial

goal. My “why” was freedom and the

joy it brought me to make money

doing something I loved every day.

YOU CAN EASILY SET A
GOAL, BUT IF YOU
DON’T UNDERSTAND
THE “WHY” BEHIND
REACHING THE END
POINT, YOUR ATTEMPTS
WILL BE FUTILE..
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First, let’s talk about mindset for a

second. From here on out, I want you

to reframe the language you use

around goal setting.

Never again will we use the phrase, “I

never reach my goals”. 

We are reprogramming our mind to

use affirmations such as: “I achieve

everything I set my heart on” or “I am

driven and motivated to achieve the

goals I set”.

 

Do you know having a Possibilities

Mindset is one of the key reasons I’ve

managed to grow my businesses to

what they are now. A Possibilities

Mindset is looking at the positive

things that could happen.

Like, “maybe I’ll sell MORE than 100

places on my course”. 

Or “maybe our dream house will

come UNDER budget!” A Possibilities

Mindset shines a spotlight on the

positive what-if’s.

   

So, let’s take a look at another reason

why sometimes it seems impossible

to reach our goals.

 

We’re often told to look at the big

picture. And yes, it’s super important

to do so, because it enables you to

get into the vibration of your dream

life becoming a reality.

However, what big vision goals do as

well, is give you permission not to

reach them because “they’re just so

far away”.

They become so big that you let

yourself off the hook for not reaching

them – that’s OK right, I mean they

were enormous goals?! Because your

goals are so far into the future, you

can stay in your comfortable bubble

waiting for tomorrow to come to

you can take that step. 

 

Tomorrow never comes.

 

We also become addicted to creating

vision boards, being the big dreamer,

the visionary, creating that fantasy

that one day we’ll reach. Except if we

don’t take any sort of step towards

our big vision, the energy

surrounding it becomes stagnant and

the dream is lost. We feel

disappointed but brush it off and

start again with a new vision board.
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And while we forgive ourselves for

not reaching those big dreams, it’s

actually the smaller goals that put the

most fear into us.

 

You see, smaller goals are much more

achievable and the time scale is

closer, which means there’s more to

fear, there’s more to invest, there are

more challenges to face.

 

Smaller goals scare us because

there's more chance of failure. But I

don’t ever really see failure. I see a

lesson learnt or a blessing in disguise.

Once you start to trust the path

you're on is the right one, failures

become less of a negative and more

of a redirection.

 

So how do I set and achieve goals? I

get clear on my big picture vision, I

uncover my why and write this down

so I am able to remind myself when

motivation is low (because it will be at

some point, you’re human), and I

create a road map of bite size chunks

of action I need to take to get to

the end destination.

And then I break it down even

further.

Find time to plan new morning

routine

Write down morning routine in

planner

Source meditation I love 

Put notebook and pen by bed for

journaling

Buy ingredients for overnight oats

Organise outfit day before

Create relaxing playlist to get

ready to

For example, if your goal moving

forward is to focus more on your

spirituality and you know that having

a good morning routine will provide

you with calmness, motivation and

trust in the universe (your “why”),

then breaking it down would look a

little something like:

 

 

Can you see how these small tasks all

add up to one goal of having an

amazing start to the day?

If I think back to when I launched my

own magazine in 2018, if I’d have let

the fact I needed to design, write, sell

and promote a whole e-zine on my

own, overwhelm me, I wouldn't be 

here with 4 Magazine. I followed my

own advice and I broke everything

down in the small action steps.
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How often should you reassess and

measure your goals?

Experts say that 3 months is a good

timescale to work on a goal, but

personally, I like to check in every

month. I like a more pressured

timescale because it allows me to

align my energy and become laser

focused.

I also appreciate the small wins and

rewards that come with hitting my

mini goals, so if you are of the same

mindset, I would say realign and

check in around the first of every

month.

 

In terms of measuring and keeping a

record, I would suggest digital tools

such as Trello or Asana, an old-

fashioned Excel spreadsheet or even

just a journal to keep a record of how

you’re moving.

 

One thing to note is, if you find that

you’re struggling to work on that goal,

then it’s not because you don’t have

time, and it’s not because other

things get in the way. It’s because

you’re not aligned to it. That's the

truth. You end up feeling frustrated

and disappointed, which lowers your 

vibration and we all know what

happens when we vibrate on a low

level.

When you become truly aligned to

your goals, trust me when I say magic

occurs. Things just start to flow you

will start to see signs and

opportunities that just weren’t in your

eye line before.

Now is the time to understand just

how amazing you are, what you’re

capable of, just how many

possibilities are out there and why

now is the perfect time to take those

small steps forward.
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Victoria Jackson

You don't have to wait
for Monday, for a new
week, a new month or
even the new year, to

make a positive change
in your life. You can start
right now. Every second

is a fresh chapter.



JOURNAL PROMPTS

What goal do you feel most drawn to working towards right now?

What is your why?



JOURNAL PROMPTS

Break this goal down into small actionable steps.

Now break it down even further, so the steps become tiny but could be ticked off daily.



JOURNAL PROMPTS

What resistance is coming up for you around this goal? What has stopped you
previously from working towards it or achieving it?

How can you turn this negative thought on its head and create a positive affirmation?



JOURNAL PROMPTS

Finally, write an intention for the next month of how you’d like to feel and what
positive changes you are going to introduce into your life. You’ve absolutely got this.


